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Toumamenttime
UCF and C-USA ready for women's ·
championship tomorrOW-SEESPORTS,A7
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DRUGS

UF students sue administration

•

Suit seeks online voting in student.elections
•

ZAILEEN ROACH
Staff Writer

•

Students at the University
of Florida have sued their
administration and their student government after being
told that online voting for
student elections is unconstitutional.
Earlier this year, the UF
student organization Stu-
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Apot grower in California is following
ooture's I\Jles, if not the law. Workers who
were sorting items at a San Jose recyding
center found a large trash bag full of
marijuana plants.The center collects
leaves,tree limbs and other natural
material for composting, but police say
they,11 be held as evidence of acrime.

dents' for Online Voting petitioned the student gov.ernment supreme court to
amend the spring ballot and
let the student body decide if
future student government
elections should be conducted online - a procedure
UCF has used for eight years.
The court denied the petition and stated that online
voting is unconstitutional

under both federal and state
law. The UF supre:rne court
published its opinion against
the online voting petition in
February.
"Our concern is not the
technical security the voting
system provides against
potential hackers," the opinion reads. "Our concern is
upholding and protecting the
most fundamental tenants of

Amile in Keds shoes
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Staff Writer
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UCF'S ASDA WELCOMES
GUESTSPEAKERTODAY
IN STUDENT UNION
UCF's Pre-dental ASDA will be
welcoming associate deari of student
affairs an admissions for Nova
Southeastern University School of
Dental Medicine, Dr. Hal Lippman, this
afternoon from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.

COREY MAYNARD/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Team Little Triplets, in yellow, participates in the 3rd annual KnightWalk for Babies Sunday, which was held on the UCF campus.

TAKING BABY

LOCAL &STATE, A2

2 DEAD,5 INJURED
AFTER SHOOTING AT
FLORIDA WENDY'S
Agunman dressed in a suit and tie
burst into a Wendy's restaurant at
lunchtime, killing one person and
shooting four others before turning the
gun on himself, officials and witnesses
said.The gunfire $ent customers
running out.of the restaurant.

Walk supports
March of Dimes
Staff Writer

NATION & WORLD, A4

POLICE FIND 6 DEAD
INSIDE MEMPHIS HOME;
3 OTHERS SURVIVE
Police were trying Tuesday to piece
together the violent event inside a
brick home where six people were
found dead in an apparent mass
shooting. Three children who survived
the attack were hospitalized.
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The third annual KnightWalk (or Babies was held
Sunday in front of the Reflecting Pond and Millican Hall to
benefit March of Dimes.
March of Dimes, an organization that formerly focused on
helping premature babies, is
now looking to improve the
lives of all babies.
"Our mission has changed,
focusing this year on making
sure every baby is born healthy
and strong," said Jenni
Williams, community director
for the March of Dimes Central
Florida Division.
Williams said events such as
KnightWalk help raise money
to prevent premature birth,
birth defects and infant fatalities. ·
More than 150 walkers at
KnightWalk helped raise more
than $8,000 for March ofDimes

BRIAN KERSEY / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Flowers are left at the doors of Northern
Illinois' Cole Hall, the scene of a Feb. 14 ·
shooting that claimed the lives of five
students, in DeKalb, Ill. Gov. Rod
Blagojevich and other lawmakers and
university officials announced plans to
demolish the building and replace it
with a new classroom facility named
Memorial Hall.

isn't terrorized all the time."
He compared a shooting
to walking to one's car alone
in the dark. Wallace said a
person can be as careful as
possible, but should recognize that he cannot predict
what other people might do.
Cpl.
James
Roop,
community
relations
supervisor for the UCF
Police Department, said UCF
is working to improve and
create more community
alerts.
Roop said the UCF Police
Department is in the testing
stage of creating desktop
alert systems.
".I f there is a police conPLEASE SEE -POLICE ON A6

UCF will join Florida State
University; which received the
grant in 2006, as the only two
The UCF School of Social schools in the state to host the
Work will soon have a new program.
program for graduate students
"In Florida, it's especially
interested in working with the important because we have
elderly.
one of the highest proportions
The school received a of older people in the whole
grant from the John A Hart- country," said Denise Gamford Foundation that will pro- monley, assistant professor of
vide $75,000 over three years. social work and co-principal
The grant money will be used investigator for the program.
to start the Hartford PartnerAccording to the U.S. Cenship Program for Aging Edu- sus Bureau's estimates for
cation, which is designed to 2006, 16.8 percent of Floridi,train social work stud~ts for . ans are 65 or older, compared
working with the elderly.
to 12.4 percent nationally.
The program will start in
Despite the need, the
the fall and will focus on sec- Schoo~ ofSocial Work has had
ond-year master of social
work students.
• PLEASE SEE FEW ON AS·

RYAN PELHAM
Coniributing Writer·

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Volunteers and participants pause for a picture during the 3rd annual KnightWalk for
Babies Sunday. The event was held at the Reflecting Pond next to Millican Hall.

this year. KnightWalk raised
$18,000 during the first two
walks in 2006 and 2007.
Williams said the March of
Dimes Collegiate Council's goal
is to raise $15,000 during 2008.
The money is raised through
sponsorship·of the participants.
Williams said the March of
Dimes continues to ' receive
donations throughout the year,
which contribute to that total
!
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.Being prepared for a
tragedy is important, but it is
more important for UCF students to live their lives free
from terror, said a UCF psycholo~t.
David L Wallace, director
ufthe Counse1l:ng-Ct:nl-er and
a psychologist, said the Ulliversity is working as hard ~
it can, but attacks like those
that took place at Northern
Illinois University or Virginia Tech are too unpredictable.
Wallace said students
should be optimistic about
such situations and not get
caught up in the what-ifs.
Angelica Rivera, a sophomore chemistry major, said
she feels safe because she
does not spend more than a
couple hours on campus
each week. But she said when
she sees news reports about
school shootings, it cdncerns
her.
"It could happen," said
Matt Tucker, a senior religious studies major. "I recognize there's a potential, but
you have to focus on class
and hope it doesn't happen."
Wallace said people
should be as careful as they
can.
"I would like to see us be
in a place to where people
can feel they did the best
they can do and come to
terms that it is a dangerous
world sometimes," Wallace
said. "The important thing is
to be able to live a. life that

Social work for
elderly gets $75K

KARI WILBERG

•
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KARI WILBERG

Kentucky courtroom last month has
been sentenced to six months in jail.
Peter Hafer also has a new lawyer. Mark
Bubenzer said his client is sony and
didn't mean to disrespect the court. But
Scott County Cirruit Judge Rob Johnson
reprimanded Hafer as he sentenced him
for contempt of court Monday.
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UCF PD tests alert system

Aman who punched his lawyer ii) a

.

unconstitutionality.
"The
Online
Voting
amendment has the effect of
taking away the right to a
secret ballot," it said,
"because it inhibits the
supervisor of elections from
being able to verify that voters participating in elections
are actually the persons
whose Gatorlink username
and password were used to
access the system."

Officials say
·not to fear

•
•

a free society: that every person has one vote; that vote is
cast in complete privacy and
that the integrity of the election can be monitored by
both the public and the government."
The supreme court stated
its concern w.ith the possibility ,of voter coercion if voting
becomes as easily accessible
as logging into the university's network. The court also
cited the threat of increased
drn,1ble voting as a reason for

goal.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority won
the award at the end ofthe walk
for the top, overall team. The
sorority raised $906 for KnightWalk.
I Phi Delta Theta won t;he
award for raising the most
money as a fraternity. The fraternity raised $100 toward
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

UCEs ASDA welcomes guest speaker
UCF's Pre-dental ASDA will
be welcoming associate dean
of student affairs and admissions for Nova Southeastern
University School of Dental
Medicine, Dr. Hal Lippman,
this afternoon from 4 p.m. to 5
p.m. in Room 218 A of the Student Union.
Those attending will have
the opportunity to ask questidns. For more information,
contact keithpayton@msn.com.
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The Central Florida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Aorida.
Opiniqns in the Future are those of the md_,vldual
columnist and not ne<essanly those of the editonal staff
orthe Univ£rslty admini5tration. All content is property of
the CentralFlorida Future and may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without pennission from the publisher.

Fundraiser collects more
than $5K in cash, supplies

English conversation class today

•

•
•

NEWSROOMf·

407A47-~558 '.:>,

The Center for Multilingual
Multicultural Studies hosts free
English conversation classes
every Wednesday from 6 p.m..to
8 p.m. in CMMS-Room 114.
The program is open to all
· and will be taught by teachers
from UCF's TESOL program.
No books are required. For
more information, contact
mill15716athollow@gmail.com.
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VUCF holds volunteer expo

Sports Editor

Volunteer UCF and Diversified Greek Council will be holding a volunteer expo Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student Union's Key West Ballroom. Those attending will have .
the opportunity to meet more
than 30 non-profit organizations: For more information,
aontact vucf_pr@mail.ucf.edu.
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Maya Borenstien, Cara Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat Brad Walkover

Sophomore RJ. Thornbury, vice president of.UCF's Delta Upsilon, falls into a dunk tank outside the Student Union Feb. 26. The event raised money for the Boys & Girls Club.
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Abraham Aboraya

MKHAEL DENNIS
Contributing Writer

"Oh, the weather outside is frightful," Will Winner said as he took his
seat above the dunk tank.
He sat there shivering ·in a wind
chill of 43 degrees as a large crowd of
Greeks and other students gathered to
participate in Delta Upsilon's Dunk a
DU fundraiser last Wednesday.
Participants got three chances to
dunk brave brothers for a cost "of $1.
This was the first event in DU's weeklong campaign to raise money for the
Boys & Girls Clubs of America. More
than $5,000 in cash and supplies was
gathered through DU's efforts, said
Brad Bailey, DU vice president of philanthropic involvement.
"DU has an international partnership with the Boys and Girls Club,"
Bailey said, "and so far, this is our most
successful fundraiser."
Events also included the collection
of sports and athletic equipment and
DU's skit night, called Lip Service.
"It's cold, but it's all worth it," Wmner said. "I think the cold weather is
actually drawing more attention."
That sentiment was echoed by John
Mccann, who had collected more
than $400 by 1 p.m. on Wednesday
afternoon.
"The water is warmer than outside," Mccann
said.

"These guys definitely wc41-t to get
dunked, and people want to see it.'1
This is not the first year DU has
organized such a fundraiser, but it was
their largest on campus to date. Aside
from the amount raised at the dunking
booth on Wednesday, sororities and
other participants donated items such
as basketballs, loose-leaf paper and
athletic equipment.
Bailey said efforts at the dunk tank
alone brought in more than $900. The
events also raisec;l more than $2,000 in
supplies and more than $1,000 in the
sale of T-shirts, which were printed to
promote the event. The remainder of
the $5,000 collected came from DU's
other philanthropic events.
Monday night brought DU 's final
event, the skit comedy show Lip Service, which was held in the Pegasus
Ballroom. Brothers greeted attendees
as they entered by selling raffle tickets
·for such items as a free tanning session, gift cards and a pre-paid bar t ab
at the Knightly Scoop. Sororities, such
as Alpha Delta Pi, Kappa Alpha Theta
_and Zeta Tau Alpha, p ut on skits to
poke fun at their Gre~k brethren and
to honor all of the hard work that went
into the week-long, campus-w ide
event.
"A massive fundraiser like this
just can't

odviser@(entro/FloridaFuture.com

be thrown together," Bailey said. "It
takes uncountable hours to organize
and execute."
T hose hours weren't put in only .
during the actual fundraising week.
The Pegasus Ballroom had to be
booked more than a year in advance.
Renting a dunk tank and getting permission to hold the event on campus
provided plenty of red tape for B~ey
and the rest of the DUs, as well.
DU h as experience with organizing
events for the Boys & Girls Clubs of
America and also Habitat for Humanity, which they held an event for last
summe r. Their 2008 campaign has
dwarfed all other efforts.
"I took over the role of
philanthropic coordiiiator in Dec;ember, and that's basically been all I've
done," Bailey said. "It doesn't · help
when you're running this out of a mailbox."
·
DU does not have an on-campus
house in which to coordinate their
efforts. This complicated planning and
forced t hem to store supplies and
donations at the houses of participating sororities.
With the cash and supplies gathered through DU's efforts, they can
enjoy their accomplishments. Plans
for next year's event are already
underway, and p lanners will
use this year's success to
gamer more support
from local businesses.
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WEST PALM BEACH - A
gunman dressed in a suit and
tie burst into a Wendy's rest;mrant at lunchtime Monday,
killing one person and shooting
four others before turning the
gun on himself, officials and
witnesses said.
The gunfire sent customers
running out of the restaurant.
Motorists at the drive-thru
window also fled, someleaving
their vehicles running.
The only victim killed was a
Palm Beach. County Fire-Rescue lieutenant who was taking
a lunch break from training and
met his wife and child at the
restaurant, said Deputy Chief
Steve Delai.
The 42-year-old man and his
family had just left the restaurant when he returned to
. retrieve a toy his child l?,ad left
behind. Delai said the man was
shot in the back as he stood at
the counter.
"It appears as though he was
the first one shot ... and died
immediately,"
Delai said,
adding that the man's wife and
child were still in the parking
lot when the shooting broke
out. "Our officer probably didn't even see him."
Palm Beach County sheriff's
spokeswoman Teri Barbera
said three of the survivors were
in critical condition. Two others had minor injuries, including one person who was
injured while running away.
Several people were carried
from the restaurant on stretchers. Authorities did not identify
the shooter or the victims.
"I just saw a lady with a little
boy in her arms come running
out screaming, 'Somebody's
shooting!"' said Sandra Jackson,
who had been getting gas
across the street. The woman
said her husband was still
inside, said Jackson, 43, of Palm
Springs.
The mayhem unfolded just
after noon during the lunch
hour rush at the eatery on a
major suburban road lined with
strip malls, car dealerships and
fast food restaurants, about five
miles from downtown· West
Palm Beach. A billboard advertising an upcoming gun show
stands just behind the Wendy's.
The shooter entered the
restaurant anq went to a restroom before coming out brandishing what appeared to be a 9
mm
handgun,
sheriff's
spokesman Paul Miller said.
Ashley Milton, 28, said she
had just opened the door to get
lunch when she heard the "pop
pop" of gunfire and saw people
running.
.
"I really didn't think that's
what it was. I thought this can't
be happening," she said. ''You
see your life flash before your
eyes."
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Mostly sunny with a high
near 75. West northwest wind
between 5 and 10 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear with a low
around 53. Northwest wind around 5
mph becoming calm.

Thursday
MOSTLY SUNNY

High:78°
Low:63°

Friday

High: 78°
CHANCE T-STORMS Low:58°

.

4

The Future wants to hear
from you. Jf you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to. be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.rn., Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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ZAILEEN ROACH
Staff Writer

UCF researchers think
they have found a way to
shorten the time it takes to
identify a bacterial infection.
Using nanotechnology
and gold particles coated
with sugar, the scientists
believe they can determine
which bacteria have infected
a patient and which antibiotic
is best suited to treat the
infection. The process is not
yet FDA approved, but if it's
used, it could' save medical
examiners
money
and
· improve the quality of patient
treatment, said Dr. Manuel
Perez, an assistant professor
at the NanoScience Technology Center.
Perez has worked at the
center for three years. He
worked on the study along
with post-doctoral fellow
Sudip Nath and graduate student Charalambos Kaittanis,
finding an alternative way for
doctors to test patient infections.
Perez said the most common procedure that medical
examiners use to identify qacterial infections is to microscopically observe the pattern
of the bacteria's growth, a
process called a culture. But,
he said, cultures can take days
to complete and often require
large samples of bacteria,
which can be cumbersome
for doctors.
"By the time you get the
result," Perez said, "the
patient might be sicker."
He said using rn,motechnology could significantly
reduce the waiting period,
while still producing accurate
results.
The
nanotechnology
study observed the behavior
of a small sample of bacteria
as they ate away the sugar
coating surrounding gold particles laced with an antibiotic.
Bacteria that .are growing
need to eat, and the things
they like to munch on most
are sugars and carbohydrates.

The bacteria bind with the
gold particles and can be
identified based oh . their
reaction to the antibiotic,
Perez said.
.
Methods other than cultures, such as those involving
DNA testing and fluorescent
detectors, can be used to
identify bacterial infections,
but Perez said that the methods are costly and timeconsuming. Using nanotechnology would save doctors
and pharmaceutical .c ompanies money because most
offices already have the materials necessary, Perez said.
"The only thing they need
to get is the gold metal particles," he said
Dr. Michael Deichen, associate medical director ofUCF
Health Services, said that
sometimes it is necessary to
do a culture 't hat can take up
to two or three days to yield a
result. For example, he· said,
cultures for tuberculosis can
take four to six weeks to
determine the strain and the
appropriate antibiotic needed
for treatment.
To lceep the patient from
getting sicker while the doctors wait for results, they
often prescribe multiple
antibiotics in order to treat all
the different symptoms,
Deichen said.
Perez said his approach
reduces the need for the medicines that cover all the bases.
This is something that would
be a tremendous benefit to
both the patient and the doctors if the study is accurate,
Deichen said.
"If it was a test that was
truly rapid and truly sensitive,
we could start with the right
antibiotic," he said
· Another dilemma that
doctors face in treating infections, Deichen said, is that
more and more conditions
have antibiotic resistance,
such as the MRSA staph
infection or certain strands of
tuberculosis.
The Center for Disease
Control and Prevention states

BACTERIA: LIFE HISTORY AND ECOLOGY
BACTERIA GROW IN AWIDE VARIITY OF HABITATS AND CONDITIONS.
When most people think of bacteria, they think of disease-causing organisms, like the Streptococcus bacteria growing in culture in this picture,
which were isolated from a man with strep throat.While pathogenic bacteria are notorious for such diseases as cholera, tuberculosis and
gonorrhea, such disease-causing species are acomparatively tiny fraction of the bacteria as awhole.
Bacteria are so widespread that it is possible only to make the most general statements about their life history and ecology.Th~y may be found
on the tops of mountains, the bottom of the deepest oceans, in the guts of animals and even in the frozen rocks and ice of Antarctica. One feature
that has enabled them to spread so far and last so long is their ability to go dormant for an ext~nded period.

BACTERIA HAVE AWIDE RANGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND NUTRITIVE REQUIREMENTS.
Most bacteria may be placed into one of three groups based on their response to gaseous oxygen. Aerobic bacteria thrive in the presence of
oxygen and require it for their continued growth and existence. Other bacteria are anaerobic and cannot tolerate gaseous oxygen,such as those bacteria which live in deep
underwater sediments or those which cause bacterial food poisoning. The third group are the facultative anaerobes, 'A'hich prefer growing in the presence of oxygen, but can continue
to grow without it.
·
Bacteria may also be classified both by the mode by which they obtain their energy. Classified by the source of their energy, bacteria fall into two categories: heterotrophs and
autotrophs. Heterotrophs derive energy from breaking down complex organic compounds that they must take in from the environment - thisincludes saprobicbacteria found in
decaying material as well asthose that rely on fermentation or respiration.
.
The other group, the autotrophs, fix carbon dioxide to make their own food source; this may be fueled by light energy (photoautotrophic) or by oxidation of nitrogen, sulfur or other
elements (chemoautotrophic). While chemoautotrophs are uncommon, photoautotrophs are common and quite diverse. They indude the cyanobacteria, green sulfur bacteria, purple
sulfur bacteria and purple nonsulfur bacteria. The sulfur bacteria are particularly interesting,since they use hydrogen sulfide as hydrogen donor instead of water like most other
photosynthetic organisms, including cyanobacteria.

BACTERIA PLAY IMPORTANT ROLES IN THE GLOBAL ECOSYSTEM.
The ecosystem, both on land and in the water, depends heavily upon the activity of bacteria. The cycling of nutrients such as carbon, nitrogen and sulfur is completed by their
ceaseless labor.
'
Organic carbon, in the form of dead and rotting organisms, would quickly deplete the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere if not for the activity of decomposers.This may not sound
too bad, but realize that without carbon dioxide,there would be no photosynthesis in plants and no food. When organisms die,the carbon contained in their tissues becomes
unavailable for most other living things. Decomposition is the breakdown of these organisms and the release of nutrients back into the environment and is one of themost impo~nt
roles of the bacteria.
·
·
·The cycling of nitrogen is another important activity of bacteria. Plants rely on nitrogen from the soil for their healthand growth and cannot acquire it from the gaseousnitrogen in
the atmosphere.
- WWW.UCMP.BERKELEY.EDU

that nearly nine million peo- not diagnosed promptly
ple are infected with tubercu- because the tests used to diaglosis worldwide, and each nose him were not fast enough
year, almost
million peo- and not reliable enough. Perez
ple die from the infection. In wants to change that.
2006, there were 1,038 cases
'We hope our technique
of tuberculosis in Florida.
will be faster," he said. "In
In 2007, Perez watched the epidemics, time is of the
news reports of Andrew essence."
.Speaker, who was quarantined
Debra Reinhart, interim
after a trip overseas. Doctors director of the NanoScience
believed Speaker had a conta- Technology Center, said this
gious strain of tuberculosis kind of research will help the
that was extensively drug- economic development of the
resistant. He was released university.
weeks later when doctors
"The researchers do some
found that his strain was only . amazing things that haven't
moderately resistant to antibi- been possible before," she
said
otics.
Perez said this happened
Perez said he is interested
while the nanoscience study in applying nanotechnology
was being conducted He said to cancer studies, too.
he looked to his fellow
These kinds of studies are
researchers and said, 'We bet- important
to
everyone
ter finish this paper. It's timely, because, he said, 'We all get
and people need it."
sick with a ·ct>ld or someHe said that Speaker was thing."
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BONUS DAYS ARE HERE
•

Earn 250 Bonus Points Every Time You Use Your Dillard's Card at Dillard's or on Dillards.com between March 1st and March 22nd, 2008 (2,500 Points Maximum)"
'Subject to credit approval. Bonus Reward Points will appear on billing statement Wittlin 1-2 billing cydes. Not valid with other Point offers. Cardholders will receive 250 bonus points for each single receipt purchase made at Dillard's (in-store or online) between Mareh 1, 2008 and March 22, 2008 and Charged to his/her
DIiiard's Card, with a maximum reward of 2,500 points (10 purchases). Employees, officers, and directors of Dillard's, Inc. are not eligible. Bonus Point offer applies only to cardholders currently enrolled in the Dillard's Rewan! program. See Rewards program terms in credit application or your cardholder agreement for details.

USE YOUR DILLARD'S CHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB & DISCOVERCARD.
FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER (407) 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKETPLACE (407) 977-9996
ALTAMONTE MALL (407) 830-121 1 • Hair Salon, (407)262-4361: Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 12-6 • FASHION SQUARE(407) 896-1 211 • Hair Salon, (407)897-2361: Mon.-Sat. 10-7, Sun. 12-6 • VOLUSIA MALL(386) 255-8161
MERRITT SQUARE (321) 452-6411 •. MELBOURNE SQUARE (321) 676-1300, Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12--6
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LOCAL & STATE
FROM

Panhandle woman charged with
fatally.stabbing her brother
SHALIMAR - Authorities say a Panhandle woman
fatally stabbed her brother
after he poured beer on her.
Thir ty-year-old Nichole
Tamara Hewitt:-Melikjanyan
is charged with murder in the
d e ath of 24-year-old Jessie
James McCloud.
The siblings' father, Lyle
Mccloud, told police the two
had began arguing in the
kitch(;!n early Sunday in Shal~
imar east of Pensacola. The
father says Jessie poured· a
beer on her, she took a swing
. at him and after he tried to
restrain her, she stabbed him
twice in the chest with a serrated knife.
She is being held without
bail.
It was not known if she
had an attorney.
- ASSOCIATED,PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Painful process ofstate budget

•

NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from ~und the globe
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Josh Maynard, 30, said he
and his 20-year-old brother
Jerry hit the floor when the
well-dressed
gunman
opened fire. Jerry Maynardsaid the shooter held his gun
sideways and said nothing.
The gunman went to the
counter, Miller said, shooting
a customer before slowly
turning to his left and firing
on others before shooting
himself ·
About 10 to 15 people were
believed to be in the restaurant at the time of the shooting, Miller said.
When
the
shooting
stopped, the Maynard brothers ran out of the restaurant.
Josh Maynard's blue jeans
were torn and his brown
leather boots were sliced,
damage he said was caused
by a bullet that grazed him. '
Bob Bertini, a Wendy's
Inc. spokesman based in
Dublin, Ohio, said the restaurant was cooperating with
the sheriff's office.

•

•

cuts begin; education hit hardest
TALLAHASSEE - In a
bleak sign ofwhat's to come in
writing next year's budget, leg.islative committees Monday
approved millions in cuts from
the current version, reductions
that largely fell on education.
Lawmakers are making a
second round of current-year
cuts ~ they slashed about $1
billion in October - because
oftax shortfalls due to a slumping economy. Besides education, the cuts touch health care,
law enforcement and environmental programs.
Making the cuts was a practice run of sorts a day before
the Legislature begins its annual two-month session Tuesday.
In that span, lawmakers will
build next year's budget, which
goes into effect July.I, with at
least $2 billion less than the
present $70 billion ·spending
plan.
His panel approved $543
million in cuts. In the Senate,
six separate appropriations
committees made similar
reductions.
Education cuts totaled
about $350 million in both
chambers including some $260
million that will affect primary
and secondary schools. Health
care cuts are about $36 million,
though th~y are largely. administrative and won't affect programs. Sansom's council and
the Senate Criminal and Civil
Justice Appropriations Committee approved amendments
to soften cuts in the court system, including state attorneys
and public defenders.
Both tapped one-time
money from reserves - $16
million in the House and $17.5
million in the Senate - to
avoid temporary layoffs that
would have brought some
courts to a halt. The court system, though, still faces about
$20 million in cuts.
Senate cuts were combined
into a single bill Tuesday, and
both chambers will vote on the
c;:uts by the end of the week.
Differences then will be
worked out before a final version is approved, probably next
week.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
°!J,

UCF professor, pianist
hosts piallo concert
KEITH SPENCER
StaffWriter

NIKKI BOERTMAN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Police talk to people in the neighborhood where six people were found dead Monday
in Memphis, Tenn. Authorities say the bodies of 6 people were found at the home.

Police find 6 dead inside
Memphis home;3 others survive

Anti-U.S. protest follows
Pentagon air strike in Somalia

MEMPHIS, Tenn.
Police were trying Tuesday
· to piece together the violent
events inside a brick home
where six people were
found dead in an apparent
mass shooting. Three children who survived the
attack were hospitalized.
Authorities forced their
way into the home Monday
night and found the bodies
of four adults and two children. Police said they were
investigating the case as a
multiple homicide, but
released few other details ~
including whether they
believed the killer was at
large or among the victims.
Most victims had been
shot, police said, and at least
one child had been stabbed.
Children ages 7 and 4
and a IO-month-old baby
were taken to Le Bonheur
Children's Medical Center,
Memphis Fire Department,
spokeswoman
Melanie
Young told The Associated
Press.
The Commercial Appeal
reported that one of the
children had been updated
to stable condition and another upgraded to critical
while the third remained in
extremely critical condition.
Hospital spokeswoman Jennilyn Utkov told The Associated Press the family has
requested that no information be released on the children's conditions.
Authorities were called
to the house by a relative
who knocked on the door
around 6 p.m. Monday but
did not get an answer.
Wayne Bolden, who lives
across the street from the
scene of the shooting, said
that a man' who lived in the
house- periodically fired
shots in the yard
He said the family there
kept to themselves, but he
would see four or five children from the house riding
bicycles occasionally.
Rob Robinson, who owns
the brick, single-family
home where the shootings
occurred, told The Commercial Appeal the house was
rented, and that a man, his
girlfriend, a baby and at
least one other child lived
there.
Police were uncertain
whether the man was
among the victims.

MOGADISHU, Somalia
Hundreds 0f people
shouted anti-American slogans Tuesday in a southern
Somali town that was hit a
day earlier by a U.S. air
strike targeting an al-Qaida
terrorist.
An aid worker in Dobley,
who asked that his name not
be used for fear of retribution, said military planes
were spotted again Tuesday.
The protesters - ·mainly
women and children - took
to the streets in Dobley
shouting "Down with the
so-called superpower!" ·
Residents ·and police in
Dobley said at least eight
people, including four children, were seriously injured
when a home was destroyed
in Monday's attack. The air
strike was confirmed by
U.S. officials, who said only
that the target was a "known
al-Qaida terrorist." The U.S.
did not disclose the target's
identity or the fate of the
targeted individual and did
not confirm reports of any
other casualties.
The U.S. military has
staged several attacks on
suspected extremists in
Somalia over the past year.
America has been concerned
Somalia could
become a breeding ground
for terrorist groups, particularly after Islamic militants
briefly gained control of the
south and al-Qaida chief
Osama bin Laden declared
his support for them.
A radical Islamic movement. that ruled much of
southern Somalia in 2006
took over Dobley last week,
led by senior official Hassan
Tur~. Turki, who is rarely
seen in public, is on U.S. and
U.N. lists of suspected terrorists for alleged ties to alQaida. His fate after the
strike was not known.
Dobley is just miles from
Kenya, where border agents
tightened controls.
The Islamic movement,
the Council of Islamic ·
Courts, seized control of
much of southern Somalia,
including
the
capital,
Mogadishu, in 2006. But in
early 2007, troops loyal to
the U.N.-backed interim
Somali government and the
allied
Ethiopian
army
defeated the Islamic group.
The islamic council now
appears to be re-emerging.

Bombings in Afghanistan kill 5,
including 2 NATO soldiers
KABUL; Afghanistan A suicide car bomber
attacked a government
building Tuesday in eastern
Afghanistan, killing a police. man a day after a similar
blast left four people including two NATO soldiers-· dead
The car bomber tried to
hit a government building in
the Tani district of eastern
Khost province, but Afghan
guards opened fire toward
the car, said Khost Gov. Arsallah JamaL
A policeman was killed
and five other people, including an Afghan soldier, were
wounded in the explosic:..1
that foll6wed, said district
police chief Guldat Hamim.
The attack came a day
.after
another
bomber
rammed an explosives-laden
car into the gates of another
government building in the
Yaqoubi district of Khost
province on Monday, caus-·
·ing a part of the ·buil~g to
collapse and trapping soldiers inside, officials said
Four people two
NATO soldiers and two
Afghan civilians - were
killed in that attack and 19
other people, including 15
soldiers, were wounded,
officials said.

8 killed, including U.S. soldier, in
northern Iraq helicopter crash
BAGHDAD - An Iraqi
rniijtary helicopter crltshed
· in northern Iraq, killing a
U.S. soldier who was on
board and seven others, the
U.S. military said Tuesday.
The M-17 helicopter was
reported missing Monday;
the military said in a statement. The Iraqi Defens.e
Ministry said· the Russianmade aircraft got caught in
bad weather and was found
Tuesday south of Beiji,
about 90 miles south of
Mosul .
All eight people on board
the helicopter died in the
- 1.:rash, the U.S. military said.
. One was a U.S. soldier, military -spokesman Lt. Michael
Street said.
An Iraqi air force official
said six Iraqis and two foreigners were killed. The
official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because
he wasn't authorized to
release the information,
could not elaborate on the
nationalities of the two foreigners.
Street said he was
unaware that another foreigner was on board the helicopter.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

The University of Central
Florida music department continued its 2007-2008 performance season with an International Piano Concert Series last
weekend, featuring accomplished pianists, including a
UCF professor.
UCF associate professor of
piano and chair of piano
studies Laurent Boukobza,
· who is _a lso an accomplished
pianist, hosted and performed
at the two-event concert..;_ the
first night of which was attended by a crowd larger than the
Music Rehearsal Hall's maximum capacity.
"It [International Piano
Concert Series] was created
based on a need I found when I
came to America · about 10
years ago," Boukobza said. "I
found out that a lot of Americans are talking a lot about
international things, but they
are not necessarily making the
next step to actually immerse
themselves into that internationalization."
Boukobza, who is French,
believes that this shortcoming
ofinternationalization is not so
much a matter of Americans
not wanting to experience
international culture as much
as it is a fact that they sometimes just don't have access to
these types of opportunities.
1 'When I came to the States
I realized there was a huge
demand for things that were
.international Of course, music
is probably one of the- best
things placed on the planet for
that concerning art. Art is a
form of communication that
does not require a specific
learning of the language, and
music is an international language, basically. So, I saw that
it would be good for the students of the school to have
access to something international"
Boukobza thought that creating a series of piano concerts
would be a great asset for UCF,
the department and students.
Boukobza said his thoughts
coincide with one of President
John
Hitt's
five
goals:
Internationalizing UCF's campus.
This year's concert marks
the third time since its inception in 2006 that Boukobza
hosted the event. Boukobza
has already begun planning for
next year's concert and hopes
to include guest artists as well

professional-critiques and criticisms from the perspectives of
those who do not reside in the
United States. Boukobza said
that it is a real life experience
for students when these people
come to the ~tates from foreign
countries because they come
with different expectations
from a different part of the
world
Many student members of
the audience found Boukobza
to be an impressive and
extremely talented musician.
"I think he'~ amazing. He's
one of the best ·piano players
fve ever heard, and fve heard
LAURENT BOUKOBZA a lot of piano players in my
UCF ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PIANO, CHAIR
OF PIANO STUDIES,ACCOMPUSHEDPIANIST life," said freshman molecular
biology and microbiology
major Alexander Noll, who
The latter depends upon attended the concert Sunday.
whether or not he obtains the "I am very surprised by the
necessary funds. to do so. In turnout. I didn't think this
order to be considered for per~ many people would know of
forming in the concert, a musi- this guy, and I diqn't think that
cian must fulfill three criteria many people were into piano
as prescribed by Boukobza: he playing.''
or she must have previously
Freshman biology major
;won an international piano Jonathan Vicencio also said he
competition, have performed was impressed with the perextensively in the international formance.
scene and have a record label
"So far I think the .guy is a
backing them.
, Boukobza great performer. I enjoy the
meets all those criteria because way he plays," Vicencio said
he won an international piano during the intermission of
competition, he travels to Boukobza's performance SatEurope .once a month and urday night.
three record labels1back him.
Southeastern University
"The fact that ·UCF is a · assistant professor of piano,
growing university, 'the fact Ching-Wen Hsiao is a personal
that I was able to develop new friend of Boukobza who drove
programs, new service, new two hours from Lakeland to
curriculum, and to contact a lot hear him perform Saturday
cof new teachers who sent me night.
very good students is what is
''I think the concert is beaumost enjoyable about teaching tifully played I love his musiatUCF.
cal ideas, especially the shap"I hope that the UCF ing of the phrases, and the
department of music will be different colors, it's just amazput on the map and people will ing;' Hsiao said "It keeps you
start knowing that UCF is pro- listening the entire time and
viding high, world-class level [the selectiqns] are hard
music from musicians and pieces. I loved it."
pianists. People will start
At the end of his performknowing about [the concerts] ance on Saturday evening,
because we keep doing it year Boukobza expressed that he
after year, word gets out," was surprised by the great
Boukobza said
turnout.
At the concert Saturday,
"It's the first time that I
Boukobza
, performed actually see a concert at UCF
Mendelssohn's
"Rondo ; where so many people have ·
Capriccioso," Haydn's last · showed up tb where they canSonata in E-flat Major and not all make it into the hall,"
Beethoven's last Sonata. He BoukoHza said. "I'm ecstatic
also performed Bach's ''Busoni about it, that's fantastic. I feel
Chaconne" in D minor.
happy.
At the master class on Sun"I hope and I wish that the
day, students had the ~ c e to audience was somewhat happy
not only listen to international that they had a good moment,
artists, but they also played that they enjoyed listening to
their pieces of music for these great music and that it lifted
renown artists and received their spirits," Boukobza said
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"It [International
Piano 'Concert
· Series] was
aeated based on
a need I found
when I came to
America about 10
years ago."
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Favre i-etires after 17 seasons
CHRIS JENKINS

•

Associated Press

· After flirting with retirement for years, Bi:ett Favre
means it this time. The Gre(;!n
Bay Packers quarterback quit
after a 17-season career in
which he -dazzled fans with
his grit, heart and rocket of
anarm.
''I know I can still play, but
it's like I told my wife, I'm
just tired mental~y. I'm just
tired," Favre told ESPN's
Chris Mortensen in a :voice
mail message.
Tuesday's surprise move ·
comes after the 38-year-old
three-time MVP set several
league records, including
most career touchdown pass.:.
es, in orie of his most suecess·f ul seasons:
Favre's agent, Bus Cook,
said the quarterback told him
of his decision Monday night.
Packers general manager
Ted Thompson thanked
J:avre for 16 years of wonderful memories with the team.
"He has had one of the ·
greatest careers in the history of the National Football
League, and he is able to walk
away from the game on his
own terms - not many players are able to do that,"
Thompson said in a statement.
The team scheduled an
afternoon news conference
with Thompson and coach
Mike McCarthy, and said it
was unsure when · Favre
might address the media.
Favre led the Packers to
the NFC championship game
in January, but his interception in overtime set up the
New York Giants' winning
field goal.

.,

•
•
JEFF PHELPS / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Green Bay Packers' quarterback Brett Favre runs off the field in th~ir victol)' over the Pittsburgh
Steelers for the NFC Cen~I title Dec. 24, 199S. Favre has decided to retire after 17 seasons.

"If I felt. ljke coming back
- and Deanna [Favre's wife]
and I talked about this - the
only way for me to be suecessful would be to win a
Super Bowl," Favre told
ESPN. "To go to the Super
Bowl and lose, would almost
be worse than anything else.
Anything less than a Super
Bowl win would be unsucces·s ful."
Last season, Favre broke
Dan Marino's career records
for most touchdown passes
and most yards passing and
John Elway's record for most
career victories by a starting
quarterback.
He retires with 5,377
career completions in 8,758
attempts for 61,655 yards, 442
touchdowns and 288 interceptions.
In his final season, Favre
also extended his quarterback-record streak of consecutive regular-season starts to
253 games - illustrating his
trademark toughness. Add
the playoffs, and Favre's

streak stands at 275.
In the past several offseasons, Favre's indecision
about his football future
became a winter tradition in
Wisconsin, with Cheeseheads hanging on his every
word.
Before the Packers' Jan. 12
divisional playoff game
against 'Seattle, Favre told his
hometown newspaper that
he wasn't approaching the
game as if it would be his last
and was ' more uptimistic
than in years past' about
returning.
But Favre finished the season on a sour note, struggling
in subzero temperatures in a
23-20 overtime loss to the
New York Giants in the NFC
championship game.
Afterward, Favre was noncommittal on his future.
McCarthy said he wanted
Favre to take a step back from .
the season before making a
decision.
Now he has - to walk
away.
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Student court says online voting is unconstitutional
FROM

.
•

•

•
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Last week, the president
of Students for Online Voting, Tommy Jardon, and
Executive Director Sam
Miorelli filed the lawsuit in
Alachua County 8th Circuit
Court, saying they were
unhappy \'Vith the way UF's
administration handled the
situation and that the action
was their only option.
·
The university has not
been served yet. Steve
Orlando of the UF news
bureau said the administration could not comment on
pending litigation.
.
"The .
administration
turned a blind eye," Jardon
said, "and so the last recourse
we had, the one that all of us
had contemplated but sincerely hoped it would never
come to, was filing suit."
The lawsuit asks that the
UF supreme court be mandated to approve online vot-
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UF ONLINE VOTING PETITION

Few students in elderly social work
FROM

·•

UF's student body presi- double the number of the
ing for the spring ballot.
dent, Ryan Moseley, had no 8,000 to 9,000 UF students
Before filing the suit,
who participate in student
comment on the lawsuit.
Miorelli contacted the vice
Jardon said he and Miorelli government elections each
president of student affairs,
The student body constitution may be amended so that online voting becomes
did everything required to semester.
Patricia Telles-Irvin, to make
the only method of voting in all future student government elections provided
UCF has seen large numamend the constitution. They
her aware of the petition and
that
created a petition outlining the bers of voters for their online
to seek council. Telles-Irvin
guidelines for voting if the stu- student government elections.
responded in a letter sent to
1) Avoter may vote from any computer connected to the Web and logged in
dent body constitution is Cherayne Metz, the Student
Miorelli after the supreme
using a Gatorlink usemame and password
Association's
amended so that online voting Government
court's decision.
2) The connection is secure and encrypted
. becomes the only method of supervisor of elections, said
She stated in the letter,
3) Voter identity is secret and untraceable
voting in all future student that UCF reached its highest
"There has clearly been a
4) At least one voting booth is available on campus for any voter wishing to vote
government elections. If this number with 25 percent of the
loud cry over the past few
in private
happens, voters must vote by student body participating in
years from the student body
5)Provisional paper ballots are made available on a case-by-case basis for any
logging into their Gatorlink online voting this year.
regarding online voting. ...
voter with a disability, special need or any other extenuating circumstance
account, on a computer with a
McShera said that every
As the vice president of
secure and encrypted connec- campus that has implemented
student llffairs I cannot
tion where the voter identity is online voting has increased
allow these voices, which
secret and untraceable. A date student involvement in the
you represent, to go
for the vote has yet to be set.
election process.
unheard. To this end I will rule the supreme court's will be recommended back
They also want at least one
Jardon said that the student
, be forming an independent decision.
to student government and
voting booth available on cam- government system at UF is
committee to review the
"If they [the administra- no progress will be made.
pus for students wishing to corrupt, and by increasing
subject of online voting.''
tion] really chose to exercise
"When everything else
vote in private, as well as pro- voter turnout through online
But a committee was not that power, they could have," fails," Jardon said, "the failvisional paper ballots made voting, he said he hopes to
what Jardon and Miorelli Jardon said.
safe for students [is] amendavailable on a case-by-case buffer the influence that the
wanted. Jardon said students
He said this is the fourth ing the constitution directly.
have been asking for online committee that has been It's a fact of life. It's a fact
basis for any voter with a dis- Greek community seems to
ability, special need or any have on elections.
voting since 2001 and Telles- established to review online about American democraother extenuating circum"The only way to break that
Irvin had the power to over- voting and he fears that it cy.''
vice grip is by increasing voter
stance.
More than 5,600 students turnout,'' Jardon said.
UCF's chief justice, Patrick
signed the petition, which is
more than 11 percent of the Hayden, said he has never wit50,576 students enrolled at the nessed
any
competition
beginning of the 2007-2008 among Greeks during UCF's
school year. UF's constitution elections. He said he could
requires signatures from 10 fmd no reason why online vot"I think part of our chal- we're really hoping to recruit not happen without really
percent of the student body ing should be deemed unconstrong partnerships with comlenge is to help students see more people."
for a petition to be certified for stitutional.
that working with the aging
Students will receive a munity sponsors," GammonUCF's student body presia ballot.
population isn't all nursing stipend for their internships. ley said
Mark McShera, UF College dent, Brandie Hollinger, said
One stipend is being provided
homes and Alzheimer's."
The Senior Resource
Democrats' editorial chair- she couldn't see a problem
Cathy Edwards, vice presi- by the Orlando VA Medical Alliance, which is one of the
man, said that no organization with online voting either.
dent of programs for Seniors Center, and the others .will be partners, will provide students
"It's our responsibility,"
has ever attempted to collect
First, an organization that provided through the College with a variety of options for
that many signatures before. Hollinger said. "If we want
coordinates Meals on Wheels, of Health and Public Affairs.
work
He said he believes that an people to vote, we have to
minor household repairs and
"At our agency, they get a
Students will rotate through
online voting system would make it as easy and seamless
other services for local seniors, multiple internships while variety of experiences," said
increase voter turnout and as possible."
said that fmding student gaining experience with Cathy Lieblicb. director of the
interns has been difficult for patients in the three stages of Florida Pioneer Network for
her organization.
aging: those who are well. those the Senior Resource Alliance.
"We've had to practically with disabilities and those
Interns at the Senior
Resource Alliance may, for
call begging for interns," reaching the end of their lives.
Edwards said. ''We know the
''It's designed to ensure that example, team with a nurse to
value of having this many stu- students get exposed to all of work with patients or advocate
dents learning about aging and those older adults," Gammon- for nursing-home reforms.
Gammonley said that geriley said
wanting to work in the field"
Hookas, Pyrex, Handpipes, Papers, Blunts, SaMa, Body aeaners, Jewelry, Incense,
Gammonley said that the
The School of Social Work atric social workers not only
Can Safes, Shisha, Fine Tobaccos, Herbal Smoke
grant will cover ~ome of the has partnered with 10 agencies work with patients, they act as
students who focus on work in Brevard, Orange, Seminole, advocates.
~
''We try to link people
with the elderly.
Flagler and Volusia counties to
~~-~
''We have enough funding ensure that students will work directly with the services they
to support four students per with patients in all three stages. need," she said, "but we also
Located in Reedy Plaza
year," Gammonley said, "but
'#Jl:rls kind of program can- advocate for system reform.''
10376 E. Colonial Drive #103 • Orlando, FL 32817 • 407-273-5020
18+ • ID Re uired

Al

difficulty finding students
interested in working with the
elderly.
fill Davis, the school's director of field education and
Gammonley's partner in
securing the grant, said that six
or seven students worked with
the elderly in their internships
in the 2006-2007 school year,
including the undergraduate
and graduate programs.
There are about 160 undergrad students in the school and
about 190 graduate students,
said Robin Kohn, coordinator
for the bachelor of social work
Davis estimated that about half
of those who participated in
internships with the elderly
were graduate students.
''We're hoping to increase
that, through this program. to
get up to five or six [graduate
students]," Davis said
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COLONIAL FREEDOM CHECKING
Colonial Freedom Checking has all the features of a free
checking account and so much more - except the fees .

•

• Cash-back Rewards* - Get cash
back for your Colonial Check
Card purchases

•
•

• One Free NSF/Overdraft Fee**
- Receive a rebate on your first
NSFI overdraft fee each year

•

· FREE Colonial Online Banking
• FREE Colonial Check Carat
. • FREE e-Staternent Delivery

NEW LOCATION!

.

Oviedo Office

•

3055 Alafaya Trail • Oviedo, FL 3~765
(407) 971-7500

•

No needfor reservations. Simp!J come lry a19time.
LOBBY HOURS

•

Monday - Thursday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Friday, 9 a . m. - 6 p.m .

•
DRIVE-THRU HOURS
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - 6 p.m .

•

•..

CtoLONIAL BANKN.A.
You~ll like it here.'"

•

Thurs. M•ch •
Fri. Ma.rch 1
use v.our UCF 1.0. or UCF business card for entrv

www.colonialbank.com • Member FDIC

~

C>2008Colonial Bank. N.A. Colonial Freedorn Checking account requires a $50 minimum opening deposit and is available only to indfvJd·
uals. If your Colonial Online Banking,Colonial Check Card, and ecStatement service are not malntained for the hfe of the account, the acll!flll!II count will ~onvert to another Colonial checking account to be determined at Coloniat's discretion. •Cash-back rewards on signature and
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Event raises more than $8,000 for March of Dimes
FROM

Al

KnightWalk.
When asked why Phi Delta
Theta decided to participate in
KnightWalk, member Alan Gutberlet said, 'We're walking for
babies. We like to think that we're
a fraternity who likes to give back
to the community."
The walk started at 3 p.m.
and consisted of a two-mile
walk around the UCF campus.

At the halfway point, walkers
received necklaces with puzzle
pieces on them. Lauren Meyer,
student director of the March of
Dimes Collegiate Council, told
walkers before it started that
each puzzle piece _is part of the
bigger picture.
Meyer opened the ceremony
around 2 p.m. with the
registration, and all walkers
received T-shirts.
"The reason it's so important

to college students is because,
although they don't have families now, they want to know
in five to 10 years they will
have healthy children," Meyers said.
Student Body President
Brandie Hollinger said it is
important to engage in healthy
lifestyle actions now because
what people do will affect their
future families. Hollinger said
-she wants to devote the rest of
her life to mothers and babfes
as a neonatal nurse.
Joi
Williams,
UCF
Women's Basketball coach,
told walkers her godson was
born at only 23 weeks and was
in the hospital for two months
after he was born.
Williams said that as the
coach of a group of young
women, she likes to show them
everything they can do to help.
With the help of March of
Dimes, Williams said her godson, who is now 9 years old,
occasionally helps out at basketball games and practices.
Amber Long, a member of
the Women's Basketball team
and a criminal justice major,

. FROM

Al

cern on campus, an icon
would pop up on your computer saying there's an alert,''
Roop said. "It's the same thing
as breaking news."
Roop compared the icon to
weather alerts, which pop up
on local TV channels, indicating severe weather.
Roop could not say what
he would tell students to do in
the event of a shooter because
he said every situation is
unique.
Roop said the UCF Police
Department will begin educating staff, faculty and different organizations on campus
about various ways to act in a
shooting situation.
These education semfnars

frr~®mKdJ~ ~ f~mru~~w
~Iii]~~

March of Dimes."
The triplet boys' birthday is
this month, and instead of asking for presents at their birthday party this past weekend,
they asked for donations to
walk in KnightWalk.
When asked why they
wanted to walk in KnightWalk,
all six Little children shouted in
unison, 'We love March of
Dimes!"
Not everybody felt this way
about the March of Dimes'
fundraiser. Ten protesters
from the Animal Rights Foundation of Florida w~re present,
holding signs by the Reflecting
Pond near the March of Dimes
setup.
Carla Wtlson, Central Florida coordinator for the Animals
Rights Foundation of Florida,
said they wanted to educate
students that there are alternatives to animal testing. The
March of Dimes supports anima1 testing.
Elissa Cordero, a junior
digital media major at UCF,
said a lot of money goes into
animal testing and they wanted people to know there are a

lot of different organizations
who do not use money on animal testing.
"Most of these people don't
know and think they are doing
a good thing," Wilson said.
''That's understandable."
Meyer said that protesters
were present at the 2007
KnightWalk but any organiz.ation trying to find a cure
requires research.
"The March of Dimes has
saved thousands of lives, and I
really support their cause,"
Meyer said
Meyer said she started
KnightWalk in 2006 with a
small group of leaders on
campus.
According to the March of
Dimes press release for the
KnightWalk, funds collected
for March of Dimes have gone
toward the initiation of special
intensive care nurseries in hospitals to care for sick newborns, research leading to the
first successful fetal surgery to
correct birth defects and also
community grants to help
women get prenatal care.

•

•

Police plan to teach how to handle crises

MARCH 8 & 9 ONLY!
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said she and her team were
there to support and do anything they could to raise awareness.
'We [the Women's Basketball team] also like to· meet
some of the kids that benefited
from it," said Jasmine Stovall,
another member of the
Women's Basketball team and
a business administration
major.
Jackie Akers, a Women'$
Basketball team member and
legal studies senior, said it is
hard for the team to get out in
the middle of the season but
wanted to come out because
they had a day off.
Not only did UCF students
and athletes show up to support March of Dimes but also
members of the surrounding
communities.
·
Suzanne Little of bviedo
was present along with her
husband and six children.
'We've been doing this for
several years," Little said.
''Three of our boys were born .
nine weeks early and they ·
wouldn't be as in good of
shape as they are now without

.
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GreaterOfando cn:I Tampa areas_.

Pleaiecall407.275.9118

for the nearest LANE BRYANT location.

LANE BRYANT

will begin right after Spring
Break, Roop said, but will be
limited to 20 minutes so people are not overloaded with
information.
Wallace said the university
has created multiple warning
systems and is not just
depending on one outlet.
According to Wallace,
sirens, verbal messages on
speakers, stations in buildings
for scrolling text and text
messaging are some of the
things the university has done
to warn students in the event
'o f a campus-wide emergency.
"Many times the best way
to handle things until things
are de-escalated is to stay
where you are and lock yourselfin ifyou are indoors," Wallace said. "If you hear a~out

this and are coming to cam-

pus, don't come to campus."
Wallace said if a situation
like Virginia Tech or NIU
took place, decisions would
have to be made at the spur of
the moment.
"I'm really thinking that
some of the more important
things we can encourage students to do is not look at
somebody who has some
kind of depression or some
kind of other mental illness
concerns as being some kind
of oddball," Wallace said.
Wallace said 25 percent of
the
world's
population
experience
diagnosable
depression during their lives
and most of those people are
not going to be violent.
Wallace said the people to

•

be worried about most are
those who are not only
depressed but suicidal.
Students should be sensitive to other human beings
and really work on being
friends with people when
they see someone who is in
trouble, Wallace said.
Wallace said students
should encourage others who
are suicidal to get help and
seek counseling. Students can
report their friends to the
Office of Students Rights and
Responsibilities to get them
help.
This is not turning people
in, Wallace said; it's a way to ·
get help for that person.
"Most people who do
those things," Rivera said,
''you don't notic;e them."
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CONFERENCE USA WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP

,

Knights
prep for
Houston
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

t

,

•
:r

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF guard Chelsie Wiley rises up for a shot over UAB's Christon Ingram during the Knights' 85-67 loss Feb. 7 to the Blazers. Wiley and the 12th-seeded
Knights will face the 5th-seeded Southern Miss Lady Eagles in the first round of the Conference USA Tournament tonight at the New UCF Arena.

12th seed UCF starts tourney
RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

Even though the UCF
Women's Basketball team will
be seeded No. 12 in Thursday's
Conference USA Championship opening round, head
coach Joi Williams knows that
every team will be as even as
when the season began. with a
record of 0-0.
"Everybody wants to get to
March," Williams said. ''When
that time comes, anything can
happen. It's a whole different
season. Nobody has any wins
or losses. We're excited about
it."
Coming off one of their best
games of the season against
Memphis on Saturday, the
Knights (10-19 overall, 3-13 in
C-USA) will look to build off
any momentum they received
from their 81-69 victory heading into their matchup wjth the
fifth-seeded Southern Miss
Lady Eagles on Thursday with
tip-off set for 5:30 p.m.
"This time of the season is
very exciting and the postseason is something that our
young team has never experienced," Williams said ''We are

excited about another opportunity to play Southern Miss.
We know that they are a physical and aggressive team, and
it's going to be important that
we match their intensity for 40
minutes."
Southern Miss (17-12 overall, 8-8 in C-USA) averages
72.8 points per contest and
grabs 39.5 rebounds a game.
The leader for the Lady Eagles
is Pauline Love.
Love, who averages 16.8
points and 11.0 rebounds per
game, torched UCF for a combined 43 points and 29
rebounds in two games during
the regular season.
"Pauline Love is a very
good player," Williams said
earlier in the season. "She is so
versatile that she can hurt you
in transition, she can shoot the
3 and she can take you off the
dribble.... We know we are not
going to stop her, but we have
to limit her touches and not let
other people have great career
nights."
The Knights have their own
double-double combo to try to.
neutralize Love. Tia Lewis
comes into the tournament
ranked fifth in the nation in

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
ONTAP
UCF will face Southern Miss tomorrow
in the first round of the C-USA
Championship.Tip-off is at 5:30 p.m.
rebounding with 11.6 boards
per game and is also posting
12.0 points per game. Emma
Cannon has also been huge
this season, averaging 11.5
points and 8.6 rebounds.
In its past two regular season matchups with the Golden
Eagles, UCF lost by a combined total of 39 points. The
problems for UCF during its
two games with USM have
been
rebounding
and
turnovers. The Knights were
outrebounded in both games
and averaged 21.5 turnovers.
Southern Miss comes into
the tournament tops in C-USA
in field-goal percentage and 3point percentage, as well as
second in the conference in
field-goal percentage defense,
free-throw percentage, scoring
margin and scoring offense.
Two other players UCF will
have to contain are Stephanie

THE EXCELLENCE OF YOUTH
UCF'sTia Lewis and Emma Cannon
were selected to the all-conference
freshman team.
Helgeson and Kendra Reed.
Helgeson and Reed averaged
12.0 points per contest during
the regular season and shot
more than 47 percent from the
field. Reed has also been dead~
ly from behind the arc, shooting 46.8 percent from 1ong
range, which is tops in Conference USA
Besides Lewis and Cannon,
the Knights will rely on Marshay White and D'Nay Daniels
to pick up the scoring. White
has averaged 14.7 points per
game in the past three games
while dishing out 11 assists.
Daniels averaged 10.0 points
per game during the regular
season and will also be relied
on for her half-court defense.
Should the Knights defeat
Southern Miss on Thursday,
they will play No. 4 seed
Houston in the quarterfinals
on Friday at 5:30 p.m.

The UCF Men's Basketball ·
team has experienced a lot of
negatives this season. The
Knights (16-12 overall, 9-5 in
Conference USA) experienced
three heart-breaking non-conference losses to Villanova,
Kansas State and Connecticut.
In between, they had a bad loss
to in-state rival South Florida
They lost three straight CUSA games after opening their
conference schedule with four
straight wins. They've had to
fight through injuries to key
players, such as Stanley Billings
and Mike Battle, followed by
more disappointing losses to
SMU and Marshall
And in a conference where
Memphis may be the top overall seed in the NCAA Tournament, and both UAB and Houston are on the bubble to get an
at-large bid, the Knights enter
their final two regular season
games with the ability to control their own destiny and can
claim the third seed in next
week's conference tournament
if they win out.
The first
game of the
Whom to
Knights season-ending
watch
road
trip
takes place
tonight with
a very difficult contest
in Houston
against the
Cougars. A
UCF win
Noel
would give
He is averaging
the teams
14.2 points with
identical
nearly Sassists and
conference
5_reb.o_i.mds ia the
records, and
past S games.
another win
on Saturday
at
Tulsa
would give
the Knights
the
third
seed
through
tiebreakers.
McKiver
Currently,
the
He ranks second in
(-USA in scoring
Knights sit
(23.1) and 3-point
in
fourth
field goals (119).
place in. CUSA. which
is
good
enough for a first-round bye in
the tournament. But the third
spot is valuable for the fact that
it keeps that team out of Memphis' w,y_ until the final.
) i~uard Mike O'Donnell said
he is just focused on winning
games. But head coach Kirk
Speraw said the potential to
grab that i:tnportant thir/ seed
is something that shoul'd energize his team.
"Hopefully that will juice
our guys up because, quite
frankly, I think we lost a little bit
of our juice in the past couple
weeks:' Speraw said after Saturday's win over Rice. "Maybe
when they hear that word, then
they'll come with a little more
pop and aggressiveness:'
But Speraw expects the
Cougars to play with a lot of
intensity as well, especially
since it will be their final home
game ofthe season and the program will be honoring its seniors. And the player who will
PLEASE SEE

MCKIVER ON A8

Miners enter the tourney on fire
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

With the regular season over,
the 12 Conference USA women's
basketball teams take the court at
the New UCF Arena for the start
of the Conference USA Champi. onship tomorrow.
The UCF Women's Basketball
team's road to the title is tough, but
here is what the other squads ~e
facing as they head into the action:

•
•
•

No.1 seed: UTEP (25-2, 16-0)

VICTOR CALZADA/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

SMU's Alice Severin and UTE P's Brittnay Jones fight for a rebound during the Miners' 76-63
win Thursday. UTEP and SMU enter tomorrow's C-USA Championship as the top two seeds.

What to watch for:
Simply put, the Miners are the
Memphis of the women's game.
They, come into the tournament
on a 21-game win streak, including

all of the Conference USA contests. They won those contests by
an average of more than 13 points.
Only four games were won by
fewer than 12 points, with two of
them going into overtime. They
are the best defensive team in the
league, leading in steals and second in blocks.

No. 2 seed: SMU (21-8, 11-5)
What to watch for:
What UTEP is to defense,
SMU is to offense. No team in the
conference scores more than the
Mustangs, whose average of 74
points per game is 24th in the
country. Three players average
double figures, led by senior
Janielle Dodds, who averages

nearly 15 points per game.

No.3seed:UAB(14-15, 1o.6)
What to watch for:
The jewel-studded attack ofthe
Blazers features three of the top 13
scorers conference, led by Diamond Rogers and Crystal McFadden. They have the favorable draw
of not having to face UTEP until
the finals, and they have beaten
both teams that they could face in
the second round - Marshall or
'Tulane.

m

No. 4 seed: Houston (15-15, 9-7)
What to watch for:
The Cougars had a chance to
PLEASE SEE
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Softball drops Vermont again but falls to Terps in title matchup
MELISSA HEYBOER
Editor-in-Chief

The UCF Softball team narrowly missed becoming Altamonte · Springsday
Tournament
champ10ns Sun
, as it lost its
final game 1-0 to Maryland
The loss came after the
Knights (14-10) dropped Vermont ~l for the second time in
the tournament to advance to
the title game.
But the Knights lost the
championship by way of one
run from the Terrapins in the
bottom of the sixth inning.
UCF's Allison
Kime kept
and
Maryland's
Sarah Dooley
the game scoreless through fhe

first five ~
Maryland s Jenny B~lak
~ed !he bottom of the sixth
Wl~ a single to shortstop. Kime
~tired the next batter, but a sacrifice
buntBelak
from Sarde Stewart
dvanced
d
a With two outs,
toKerry
seconHicki
doubled down the left-field liney
toscoreBelakfromsecond e
Maryland's M redith Nell
relieved Dooley .e th
:
inning and retirJ th! ; t s
quickly to claim the title.
The Knights mustered only
two. hits in the
. game. Breantl:e
Jeaavich.er and Kime had one hit
Before the loss to the Terra
ins the Knights earned ~l _P,
a vic-

tory over Vermo~t earlier in the
day to put th~ m the fmals..
UCFs Ashleigh Cole continued her hot _streak on the
mound, throwmg a complete
game, gr·:vmg·
up J·ust three hits
. .
and striking O ut seven.

Cole held the Catamounts
scoreless through five innings
and gave up her only run of tlie
game in the top of the sixth.
UCFwas more productive at
the Plate, sconng
· ..uuee
1._
•
runs Ill
the first tmee mrungs.
· ·

GETVOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
RUNNERS UP

MORE THAN APITCHER

The Knights captured second place in
the Altamonte Springs Tournament after
falling to Maryland 1-0 in Sunday~ final.
UCFfin·1shed ·,n th"1rd place ·,n the
tournament last year, winning two out
ofth ree games.

Senior Allison Kime has 88 strikeouts in
80.1 innings and a 1.05 ERA this season,
but she also has a .317 batting average,
wh.1ch ·1s second on theteam. Herfi ve
doubles are tied fur the team lead with
Breanne Javier.

Tiffany Lane started off the
third with a single through the
left side. After stealing second,
Lane advanced to third on a
ground out by Javier.
Kime reached on a fielder's
choice in the next at bat and
~dvanced to se_cond on a throwmg err?r, which scored Lane
from third
Barrow followed with a single 0 wn the rightfield lihe,
sconng Kime from second
The Knights scored their
final
_twomrung.
.rt.u.?5 in the bottom of
the sixth
Cat Snapp led off and
reached on .another fielding
error, and qwckly move to second on a wild pitch.

?

Ashley Van Ryn put down a
sacrifice bunt, which scored
Snapp from second after a
throwing error from Vermont
pitcher Aimee Kem.
One batter later:, Morgan
Bullard singled up the middle to
score Van Ryn from second for
the Knights' fifth and final run
ofthe game.
U:CF totaled six hits in the
victory, with Barrow grabbing
two.
th
UCF heads back
on e road
they
Thursday
when
travel
to
Gainesville to face in-state rival
No. 5 Flon·da
First pi«:11 is scheduled for 6
p.m. at Kane Seashole Pressly
Softball StadillllL

•

•

McKiver key to Houston's offense
FROM

A7

certainly receive the loudest
ovation from the fans in his
final home game is senior
guard Robert McKiver.
Now there are some pretty
good players on the Cougars'
roster. Guard Dion Dowell is
second on the team in points
per game (11.1) and leads the
team in rebounds per game
(6.6). Guard Kelvin Lewis gives
the Cougars another solid
scoring option, either as a
starter or from off the bench,
with nearly 10 points per game.
But when you talk about the
Cougars, the conversation is
dominated by McKiver. He
ranks as C-USA's second-leading scorer and ranks 10th in the
nation with 23.l points per
game. He has made 119 of
Houston's 307 3-point field
goals, a team total that ranks
third-best in the nation. That's
a good chunk of the Cougars'
production, but McKiver has
represented the near majority
of his team's offense lately.
McKiver has scored 140 of
Houston's 349 points in its past
four games, which accounts for
40 percent of the offense. He
gained some national attention
when he scored 52 points
against Southern Miss on Feb.
27, the wost points from a player in C-USAhistory. That came

just one week after McKiver
scored 41 points against UAB.
McKiver has taken a stunningtotal of% shots in the past
four games. By comparison,
Lewis took the second-most
attempts during that span: 34.
So one focus for the Knights
will be to keep the ball out of
McKiver's hands as much as
possible tonight. UCF's best
perimeter defender, Dave
Noel, will be asked to carry out
the majority of that tough task.
"It's exciting for me," Noel
said "It's a challenge, and I love
challenges. It's something that
rm going 'to take to heart; it's
something rm going to be
ready for. He's a good player.
''He's definitely not going to
get 52 against us, that I know."
Both teains will come into
tonight's matchup with some
redemption on their minds.
Houston looks to rebound
from a one-point loss to East
Carolina on Saturday night.
Meanwhile, the Knights will
look to gain a measure of
revenge after the Cougars beat
them in the New UCF Arena
84-81 on Feb. 2.
The Knights led by 11 points
with 17 minutes to play, but
behind McKiver, who scored
23 ofhis game-high 31 points in
the second half, the Cougars
came away with the win.
Houston, much like UCF,

plays better at home, as evidenced by its 16-2 mark at the
Hofheinz Pavilion this season.
"It's definitely not an easy
place to play;• O'Donnell said
''They shoot the ball just unbelievably when they are at
home. ... It's just like us; we play
better at home. We're just more
naturally confident at home."
But the Knights know how
to play at Houston. They beat ·
the Cougars in their house 6656 two seasons ago, and lost in
overtime last season 73-70. The
Knights led by 22 points with13
minutes to play iil that game.
Knowing that the Knights'
offense is also at its best when
it is on target from beyond the
arc, the team that guards the 3point line better will probably
gain what they are looking for.
If the Knights want to gain that
third seed in the C-USA tournament, they need a win
tonight and Saturday at 'Tulsa.
Nothing is guaranteed with
the Knights, especially with all
the ups and downs they have
experienced this season. So
maybe it was a slip of the
tongue or a true belief in his
team, but Noel said after the
Rice game, "We can, and we
will, get both of those ballgames." The Knights and Cougars
will face off tonight at 8 in
Houston.

Tenth-seeded Tulsa could surprise many
FROM

A7

grab the No. 3 seed in their
final game of the season, but
lost 78-74 to Marshall at home.
That loss could prove to be
their downfall, as they are
now stuck in the UTEP
bracket.

.No. Sseed: USM (17-12, 8-8)
What to watch for:
Two words: Pauline Love.
The Lady Eagles' sophomore
forward leads C-USA in scoring in just her first year on the
team. Love also leads the
team with 11 rebounds per
game and has 19 double-doubles this season. The Lady
Eagles can rebound, but have
significant problems with
turnovers. They also live and
die by the 3-pointer, shooting
40 percent from deep in their
wins and just 31 percent in
their losses.

No.6 seed: Marshall {1S-1S, 7-9)

•

from Labette Community Col- worst shooting offense in the
lege, has led them with 14.4 · league, although senior center
points and starting every Valeriya Berezhynska averages
17.3 points and 10.2 rebounds
game.
per game.

No.7 seed:Memphis (10-19,7-9)
What to watch for:
In the last hurrah for head
coach Blair Savage-Lansden,
who will resign following the
season, the Lady Tigers will
look for their first conference
tournament win since 2004-05.

No.8 seed: ECU (13-16, 7-9)
What to .watch for:
The Lady Pirates are seeded five spots lower than when
they won the championship
last year. They are led by
LaCoya Terry and Jasmine
Young, both of whom have led
the team in scoring in 13 ~es
each. The Lady Pirates are
hampered by its porous
defense, which may not hurt
them in their first:.round
matchup against Rice, but it
will when they have to face
UTEP in the second round

What to watch for:
Can head coach Royce
Chadwick, who became the No. 9 seed: Rice (13-17, 6-10)
What to watch for:
only C-USA coach with 500
It will be an uphill climb for
career wins this season, get his
team to rebound from last the Owls to reach the fmals for
year's one-and-done perform- the third consecutive time. For
ance? They have four of their the fir:st time since entering Ctop five scorers from last year, . USA, the Owls will not be a
while Kizzy Hart, a transfer top-4 seed They have the

No.10 seed:Tulsa (10-19,6-10)

•

What to watch for:
The Golden Hurricane are
the dark horse to win the tournament. Despite losing eight of
their last nine, they have the
most favorable draw of the
lower seeds. If they can get
past Memphis, then they
would face an SMU team that
they have already beaten
twice.

•
•

•

No.11 seed:Tulane (16-13,6-10)
What to watch for:
The Green Wave are six
years removed from their
three straight titles, and the
road to their sixth finals
appearance nigh impossible.
They are plagued by a sporadic offense that could either
score 90 or 45. Junior guard
Ashley Langford has been the
stalwart for the Green Wave.
She is the only player to start
each game, and she leads the
team in points and assists.

.,
••

••

The tournament starts
tomorrow at the New UCF
Arena, with the first ofthe four
games starting at noon.
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Launchpad could
blast wildlife·refuge
W

J

•
"

•
•
•

•

e hope when we say
. "No new. construction shall
In truth, it's hard to hate
that NASA should not ' NASA because they are the
be permitted within the
build.in the wildlife
reason these protected wildlife
seashore except to advance the
refuge that you already know
health and safety of the visiting
areas exist in the first place.
what we're talking about.
public," the law states.
But this certainly doesn't give
But for those of you who are them the all-access right to
Surely shooting the public
just passing through this college desµ-oy somethµlg that is ·
into space is not adding anytown, we'll let you in on some invaluable and irreplaceable thing to their health - or safedisturbing information: NASA and NASA knows that. The
ty.
is planning to build a new com- trouble is, there are higher
At one of its four public
mercial launchpad, and the two powers at work here, guiding
hearings on this issue - a
best sites they found to build on NASA in a:n unknown direcmove that expectedly turned
are in the 140,000-acre Merritt tion.
out hundreds of protesters Island National Wildlife Refuge,
NASA noted that they will conAccording to Mike Thomas'
. established in 1963, or along the column in the Orlando Sentinel, duct a "final assessment of
Cape
Canaveral
National "The agency is under White
environmental concerns" by
Seashore.
mid-September, as per federal
House orders to plan for the
For those of you who
commercialization of space."
law. We're anxious to hear what ·
haven't had the privilege of vis- The Sentinel confirms stating,
they come up with.
iting the refuge or the ·seashore "NASA is directed by U.S.
And for those unconcerned
- right by Mosquito Lagoon
space policy to cultivate the
about the displacement of
and Playalinda Beach - you're
development of commercial
endangered species and the
missing some of the most prislaunch capability on federal
destruction of ancient wettine places in this area. They
raµges."
lands, the move could also shut
house endangered wildlife,
You read right: Our governdown the visitor center and
such as the peregrine falcon,
ment is now in a race with
many of the areas used for fishthe Florida scrub jay, the
other countries to commercial- ing, bird-watching, kayaking,
gopher tortoise and wild hogs,_
ize space.
.
sailing - and generally relaxand many of these animals are
ing - on surrounding.MosquiSo there it is. If NASA was
incapable of relocating after
building something other than a to Lagoon and Playalinda.
their habitat is destroyed.
tourist launchpad that will take
Even more shameful is that
The Merritt Island National
any civilian with the cash on a
there are alternative sites right
Refuge Web site states more
wild ride to space, then maybe
in this area that can be used.
than "500 species of wildlife
the "Commercial Vertical
The Cape Canaveral Air Force
inhabit the refuge with 15 being Launch Complex" wouldn't be
Station houses an abandoned
listed as federally threatened or as ridiculous of an idea as it is.
launchpad complex just begendangered. Several wading
ging to be used. But nope,
A Sentinel editorial states,
bird rookeries, 10 active bald
"Here's what NASA's teaching:
NASA stubbornly notes that
eagle nests, numerous osprey
Conservation is OK, but combecause it is owned by the Air
nests, up to 400 manatees durmercialism is better." We
Force - who also works under
ing spring months and an esticouldn't have said it better.
the White House's orders mated 2,500 Florida scrub jays
NASA needs to get its priorithey can't consider that site as
can be found on the refuge."
ties straight and protect what it an alternative.
Out of 11 sites, NASA liked
But ·w ith all the protesting
helped create.
these two the best because they
In addition, the Sentinel
going on and all the wildlife at
were the best fit for other crite- notes that the Cape Canaveral
. stake, we'll see how long NASA
ria, such as distance from resiNational Seashore law, created
can hold off on pursuing a perdential areas and risk from hur- in 1975, may be against them
fectly logical and reasonable
ricane storm surge.
developing it.
alternative.

V for Voyeur:
or victor?
0

dd, complex situations
usually lead to a slew of
intriguing and equally
complex questions and insights.
The recent discovery of our
very own behind-filming
voyeur does just that. The editorial staff has tossed the issue
around for some time and we're
having a hard time deciding
what the right conclusions are
- if any - on it. So we're here
to provide some thought-provoking jousting on the matter
for you,_our readers, to think
about, in hopes that you can
help us out.
One of the main questions
that has been brought to light is
a complex one. Let's say, theoretically, the voyeur is found out
while filming the next "movie."
What happens then? It seems as
if most people would want hirri
locked up, or at the very least
kicked off campus, never to
record another rear end again.
There is a wrench in the
cogs of this plan, though.
That wrench is the fact that
what this person is doing is not
illegal. The clips were filmed
around UCF, which happens to
be a public place. Sure, you.can
cause a scene in public if you
find someone filming you, but
what are the chances that the
voyeur is walking around with
visible recording equipment
like those massive cameras your
parents had? Slim to none.
The UCF Police Department
was quick to notify students of

the situation, but what good did
that really do? Even in their ini- ·
tial warning e-mail, they distinctly wrote that what he was
doing was not illegal, and they
stand by their word.
Also the effectiveness of that
e-mail is brought into question.
Was it really appropriate to
send out a mass notification to
every student and faculty member to inform them of someone
partaking in an activity that is
not at all illegal but is just ·
creepy? Perhaps, but did it
cause any alarm among. the student body?
True, everyone has quirks
and nuances, but this seems far
out of that category to us. Is
filming girls' behinds simply a
nuance? Probably not. It seems
more along the lines of a creepy
thrill - one that raises serious
moral questions about whether
this person has crossed the line
or not.
So here's the million-dollar
question. What should happen
to the voyeur in the case that he
or she is caught?
Being arrested"is out of the
question because of the lack of
illegal activity. Or is it? Should
the voyeur be kicked out of
sc;hool for good? Or should
"that guy who recorded butts"
be his label?
· There is no denying that
sneaking up behind someone
and filming their derriere is
downright creepy, but just how
wrong is it really?
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The videos have been deleted from the Internet, and no
new ones have been added. No
women have come forward yet
and presented themselves as
victims. We are not even sure if
anyone could be identified
based solely on their behind.
But we'd like to reiterate that
the underlying and deeper
question here is not whether .
what the voyeur is doing is
wrong, but just how wrong is it?
Does having your rear filmed
really victimize _you?
We'd like to end with the
most disturbing find of all: not
one single person has expressed
any concern to us - big or
small - about this issue. We
feel that this person definitely
crossed a moral threshold, but
not one person has com~ forward or even written in with
any concerns. Does anyone
really care about this issue, or
are we just wasting our breath?
These are all intriguing and
complex questions that have
been raised by this very unique
situation. Because of the number of questions that can be formulated from it, we want you to
give some serious thought to
what has been asked here. We
are asking you, the student population, to voice your thoughts
and answers to these questions.
. We want to know what you
think about this situation.
Please go to www.centralfloridafuture.com and write
us a letter to the editor.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them on line
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Badiostrikesoutagain
with unhealthy column
Please tell me this guy is kidding us
about eating unhealthy. His last so-called
editprial on cursing was sophomoric
enough but this has to be a joke. I have
seen my aunts, uncles and-brothers who
ate just like he thinks we all should fall
victim one by one to diseases that could
have been prevented if they ate better.
His writing is so full of falsehoods that
there are too many to even try to address.
Have a short happy life, pal .
MICHAEL SCHAU

Images are/intended to
bring awareness, reality

5. As for Graham's comment about
kids secluding themselves in religious
housing, not all Jewish (or "religious")
students come from the same background. Personally; I know there are
Jews from Hispanic countries, European
countries, Middle Eastern countries, etc.
Sharing a religion does not mean there
is no diversity and that people will
become close-minded (especially when
there may be students living there from
other religious backgrounds, too).
Growing up, I lived in my family's
house where we all were raised the
same way with the same religion and
culture. And I didn't let that stop me
from making friends with people of different ethnicities and religions.
·
I feel that J. W. Koebel and the
Facebook group could spend their energy trying to change/fix established
housing rather than complain about religious housing.

On Monday and Tuesday, Students
JESSICA WASSERMAN
· for Life at UCF brought the Genocide
FINANCE
Awareness Project (GAP) to UCF's
main campus. The intention of the
demonstration was to let people know
the truth about abortion by showing
people what abortion really is. This is
only one of the many demonstrations
that we do on campus, but it is interestWhat is the quickest way to blow
ing to note that none of the others get as something out of proportion? I'm not
much attention as this one does.
sure. Perhaps dragging it through a fictiWe agree that these images are .
tious political scandal and the Op/Ed
shocking and gruesome, but that is
section of the Future lists somewhere
because abortion is shocking and gruenear the top.
some. Ifwe are going to agree to someIt seems the Future_is full of surprises.
thing we need to know exactly what we
Of late, I've been quite shocked at two
are agreeing to. These pictures put a
fun facts the staff at the Future brought to
face to abortion, a face to the unborn
my attention. ,
.
child that doesn't have a "choice."
First, that the resolution penned by
GAP uses images of aborted babies
Sen. Justin Martineau, which, despite
and compares them to the Holocaust
repeated requests, was never shown to
and American slavery, and most people . me, had been amended to include a secare outraged at this, but what they negtion on vegan dining options.
lect to-notice are the words "comparable
Second, and most shocking, that the
but not identical" written on the banner. Op/Ed page takes the liberty to assume
One-third of our generation is dead
both that Chabad endorsed Berkowitz
because of a "choice" and one-third of
(whi,ch is false), and more importantly
American women under the age of 40
that I would put the petty politics ofUCF
are wounded because of that same
elections before my deeply held religious
"choice''. that they can never take back
values.
Maybe the reason people feel that it is a.
To say that I am insulted would be an
"spectacle" or think that it is "pathetic"
understatement second only to labeling
and "crazy'' is because they've been fed
the Op/Ed piece as gross misrepresentaa lie for so long about abortion, about
tion, ostensibly written for the writer's
how it is a quick fix or how it's just a
own political motives.
blob of tissue.
As many now know, I've started a
Well, we're here to squash that lie
to bring kosher food to UCF
campaign
and bring truth to that issue. We are
·campus. As a Jewish student, and more
here to show that abortion is a brutal act so as vice president of Chabad, I felt
that leaves one dead and the other
compelled out of religious motivation to
wounded. For more information on the
work toward this "good idea," as the
GAP project, check
Future calls it.
www.abortionno.com.
Two members of the SGA worked on
KE(LELYONS the Kosher issue primarily: Justin MarRELIGIOUS STUDIES tineau and Logan Berkowitz. At this
point, Logan should already be absolved
of any wrongdoing on this issue, having
offered to back down on the kosher issue
until after the elections, simply to prove
that his desire for kosher food was sincere and above politics. Mine is no less
Let me get to the point: the massive
sincere. I don't care about the politics of
wall of anti-abortion shock media is
SGA. nor do r have anything personal
repulsive and distasteful in every way. It against Austin Smith. In truth, I didn't
accomplishes nothing in its thoughtless
realize the same Smith who worked on
endeavor to persuade the masses.
Martineau's resolution was the one runMs. Tara Young is sorely mistaken in
ning. TI.-ue, it's ignorant - and a newly
her defense of "direct action." Direct
elected freshman member of an organiaction is acceptable under certain cirzation need not be embarrassed by a lack
cuinStances and may very well be effec- · of knowledge about the UCF SGA
tive in ahanging the stances of a small
What does upset me is that I had to
minority, but when it comes to a debate
find out over the weekend through a
about abortion, logic and science should reporter at the Future that the senator
be the only tools utilized to argue one's
supposedly working for my organization
point. To make an emotional appeal
had made radical changes to a bill that
regarding a subject like this undermines was supposed to address only kosher
our collective ability to make sound
dining. Why make such a big deal? Well, I
decisions. This great debate must be
feel I was entitled to at least verify the
settled intellectually; not emotionally.
accuracy of a resolution dealing with
That being said, on behalf of those
Jewish dietary laws. Equally important, I
who still hold logic in highest regards,
believe that it is good government to deal
I'd like to apologize to everyone, pro-life with separate issues separately. Supportor pro-choice or those still hanging in
ing Kosher food and vegan food are two
the balance, for the atrocious show of
disparate issues. We want a bill about
unintelligence that is taking place on ,
kosher food that we can use as a tool to
our very own free speech lawn.
get to the next level: a kosher meal plan.
To be cle~, I have nothing against
ALEXPADILl,A
PHILOSOPHY vegetarians; to the contrary; vegetarian
food is ''more" kosher than regular meal
plan food Nonetheless, a bill demanding
that animals be slaughtered in a certain
way has no logical connection to a bill
condemning the use of meat. If Sen. Martineau truly felt there was a case to be
In response to J. W. Koebel and his
made here, why did he not once mentio.n
Facebook group opposed to religious
this issue or show me a copy of the resohousing, there are a couple of points I
lution?
would like to IIµUCe:
The part that really offends me is this
1. The new Hillel Center (including
notion that I would sacrifice my religious
the housing) is being funded by private
ideals for the sake of a UCF election.
donors, so UCF students are not paying
How pathetic is that accusation by a
the costs for these new buildings.
writer who has never met me? I simply
2. The housing is open to all UCF
wanted a resolution about kosher dining,
students (so technically non-religious
without a vegetarian section to detract
students could apply to live there).
from the central message. Pass a separate
3. If you are dissatisfied with on-cam- resolution for vegan dining - I'll support
pus housing/UCF-afiiliated apartment
that! I would never do anything to undercomplexes, then complain to the appromine the goal I've worked so hard toward
priate .university individuals instead of
these past few II'.lonths. I want a place for
targeting your anger/complaints at HilJews to practice their religion properly lel
there's nothing else to it.
·
4. By opposing and trying to stop HilThe politics certainly weren't kosher, ·
lel's building, you guys are trying to
but the opinion piece - it was just pure
limit an individual's basic freedoms
chutzpa
(including freedom of religion and abiliADAMTOW
ty to follow religious laws pertaining to
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND MICROBIOLOGY
living arrangements).

Kosher legislation
should stand alone

Abortion debate should
stick to logi~, science

Keep anger in check;
religious housing OK

'
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Nascar Sports Grille-CityWalk

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Tr~ining Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

is NOW HIRING! All restaurant
positions; front and back of house plus
retail ~apartment! (407) 224-7223

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Flyer distribution people and pressure
washer needed. Must have
transportation, cell & live in tl;le
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

•

Nebraska Book Company
WEB www.nebook.jobs
EML recruiting@nebook.com
GROW your ca reer with Nebraska Book Company

We have opportunities coast to coast in our college boo~stor <is,
wholesale textbook operations, computer services,
and e-commerce solutions.

Exp. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Alt. Spgs. Must be avail.
during ·summer. Afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a +.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesi~n@cfl.rr.com. Ref req.
Direct Marketing: make $60-100/day
in comm. Flex sched! Work any day(s) Mon-Fri. Transportation provided!
No exp nec. ; will train! Must have
good attitude,& be enthusiastic &
dependable! Ca,11 NOW 407-860-4869
SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
recreati9n program 6/09(08-8/01·/08 for
children ages 5-14. WSI/Lifeguard and
Maintenance Aides (5/08-9/08). Exp.
desirable. City of Plantation (west of
Ft. Lauderdale) 400 NW 73 Ave.,
Plantation, FL 33317 or download
application at www.plantation.org
APXAlarm
Hiring Sales Rep
$14.00 per hour
call Jordan 407-492-7843

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Dillards

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

The Style of Your Life.

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with·one of the nation's largest-fashion apparel retailers.

Finish your college degree while
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
·paycheck every month. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $24,012 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000. 1
To find out more, call :io7-281 -1274

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard'.s 300 Towne Center: Cirde Sanford, Fl. 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator• Food & Beverage Cashier•
Food & Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

flpplg now:
Call: Job line {407) 248-1600

Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) ~45-1005

AUDIT-IONS
Actors needed. Online Video Ads.
Women, Men'. English or Spanish.
Audition reading sample script from
teleprompter. Selected earn
$75 - $100 hr. Call for next
Audition location, times, and
directions. By Appointment Only.
Call (407) 246-4506.
Digital Video Studios, Inc.
Need Ssrvers. Experience. required.
Apply within Goodfella's in the Publix
Plaza on Alafaya & 50. Reliable
delivery drivers also needed .
Salesperson for Janitorial Company in
the Orlando Metro area. Salary plus
commission 407-359-2743 or
407-929-4863
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•.. email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Progressive ophthalmic practice
·
seeking PIT, FIT
professional for direct
pt. care. Flex
hrs. Must have exc.
commun , organiz, & computer
skills. Bilingual skills/ optical or pt care
experience is a plus. Training
available.

MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $.20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a + but not
required for deliveries & valid drivers
license/proof of insurance.
.
Call 407-701-1245

Charming studio apartment for rent.
Lake, pool, brand new cabinets &
appliances, granite counter tops, huge
enclosed patio, Travertine tile in bath,
great location! For pictures and more
information : http ://www.callallc.blogspot.com 407-695-1945

Female roommate needed

PIT accounting 'intern/admin needed
immediately for CPA Firm.
$7.25 p/h, 15-30 h/wk. Email
susanhoskins@hbcpaonline.com
Nanny/A~slstant
Person w/ childcare exp. to work PT
in Windermere Home on M-W-Th
(11 :45-6:00) Send resume to
amy ricketts@techiogic biz
Mom's Helper In my :Wlnterpark
home. Must love children, dogs, and
cats. Reliable; experience required,
with references. CPR a -plus. Must
be available during summer, too.
LLTPLANTE@msn.com
Janitorial and Floor Tech part-time in
the Oviedo and Orlando Airport .areas.
· Evenings 5 days a week. Call
407-359-2743 or 407-529-5133

In Pegasus Landing, Phase 3. 2bedroom on first floor. Available
now through Aug 1, 2008. Large
1Ox13 ft bedroom with private
bathroom. I'll pay the $426
application fee and rent through
the end of March! Call 321-5019782.
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32!}16@bellsouth.net

VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research
companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in
the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.
As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Each donation lasts approximately 3-4
hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive con:ipensation of $200 per

•
•

donation.

•

Renter (Male or Female)
needed to take over 2008-2009
,academic year lease at Pegasus
Landing beginning Aug 22, 2008.
2, 3 and 4 bed units available. I'll
pay your application fee and first
- month.'s rent. Call 321-501-9782

•

'Nice Condo for Rent. 3Bed/2Ba. Patio,
w/d included, new kitchen and wood
flooring. Off Goldenrod & University.
Marvin. @ (321) 299-3516

Located near Fashion Sq. Mall.
Email
resume to kperry2000@prodigy.net or
fax@ 407.876.423
Seeking a software engineer for its
Audiology team. Responsibilities:
_requirements gathering, design,
development, testing and delivery of
fitting & database rnngt software for ·
hearing aid products. Candidate will be
able to take requirement specs,
develop original design, implement &
test, and deliver a quality product. Key
experience: Delphi, COM, ActiveX.
XML, Firebird, MySQL, PHP.
Requirements
- 4-yr univ. degree in software
engineering, ·
computer science, or related field.
- 2+ yrs software development
experience for
Windows environment.
- 2+ yrs Delphi programming with
strong OOP
experience.
- 2+ yrs SOL, Firebird, database
design &
Web dev experience
(Linux/Apache/MySQLJPHP).
- Evidence of US citizenship or legal
status
required.
Contact: resumes@audina.net (text
only)
Code : SwEng (include in e-mail
subject)
WANTED: Camp Counselors
Timber Ridge Camp is a
,
Co-ed
overnight camp seeking, fun, energetic
staff, to work with
children for the
summer. Top salary and travel
allowance. 800-258-2267
www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com
Workout and stay fit? Learn what the
RedSox & Indians use and make
. $500+WEEKLY! info- ayala@somalife.net (954) 805-8309

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

MODELS NEEDED
Females 18+ for various types of ·
modeling work. Avg. $500-$1000+/wk
Call Eric for interview at 321-746-6335

Full Time
Gray's College Bookstore is looking
to hire the best college bookstore
manager in the state of Florida! We
are looking for an energetic, positive,
and motivated person to· manage our
. newest bookstore, opening in ihe
UCF area this spring.
Applicants should have completed
two ye_a rs of college classes with at
least two years retail management
experience although all interested
parties are encouraged to apply.
College bookstore management or
work experience a definite plus.
Salary negotiable and commensurate
with experience.
If interested, please send a cover
letter and resume, via email to:
jlanier@graysbooks.com. Applicants
may also mail their resumes to:
Bookstore Manager, 541 o Boran
Place, Tampa, FL 33610 or fax them
to: 813-386'1398. Any questions, '
please call 813-990-7008.

Roommate to Share a· 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park ·
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-31 0-6583
F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF.
$550/mo m~st utilities and internet
included. Please Call 954-436-8924
1 or 2 Roommates Wanted to rent 2
bed/1 bath in a 3/'2. house Oviedo. 10 min from UCF. Rent
$500 to $750 - includes
everything. Please call 321-7654201 and leave message.
Room for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. room , back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 407-718-2445
Roomates Wanted for Beautiful, Quiet,
4/3 Furnished Home, Untilities
Included, $500-$700 per month. call
Evan at321-278-1418

ROOM FOR RENT!
EARN $2300 per Month
Work 15 Hours per Week
Call Now Free 3 minute recorded
message
888 558-1437
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
· Paid Survey, Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
CIiek on Surveys.

ioo
UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge Stunning 412
Available 05/5/08 $1500/month
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622
Big 5BD/3.BA 2 story 3,800 sf 1/2 ac
fenced backyard Rouse & Univ. Lawn
service incl. $2000 407-592-2043
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard ihcl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Starting at $650/mo- Twnhmes 1 mi to
UCF All appl. incl W/0, lots of
upgrades, avail now. Call Jim Payne at , ·
Coldwell Banker 407-592-3801
1 MONTH FREEi Beautiful 1/1 condo
for rent located 1 mile from UCF on
Alafaya. Brand new -appl Incl W/D.
Only $700/mo ·Please call 305-7858456 or email dor214@msn.com

in a beautiful 3-bedroom , 2-bath home.
-All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCFI $550/mo (954)-649-4933

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

••

.,

Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

1 Responsible Roommate
wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home In Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his Internet. Prlva~
room, bathroom and living area.
All utll Incl. Females Only: $600/mo
Call Carlee 321-749-0!>07
Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080

e1

ROOMS FOR RENT! In 4/2.5 house; 2
rooms available; move in· asap. Rent is
$400 plus utilities. Call (407) 971-2428.
FIRST MONTH FREE with one-year
lease! Seeking two n/s roommates
(m/f) in a gated community close 'to the
UCF campus. Spacious 3/2.5
townhome in Avalon Lakes.
$550/month everything included. Call
Mike @ (954) 234-3953
. Townhouse to share. Close to
UCF/Waterford. W/D, Sat tv/
internet/Pool. $450+ 1/3 util.
407-797-2544

DONATE BLOOD FOR . LOCAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND .RECEIVE
$200 . PER DONATION

•

•
•
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'
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The City of Oviecto is hiring lifeguards and water
safety instructors to fill summer positions!
Great pay .. great benefits!
Staff will earn $8.50 - $9.50 pe~ hour
and have.access to all City Recreational facilities for FREE!!
That means FREE fitness room, FREE rodhNall, FREE
racquetball/tennis courts, FREE skateparl<.

•

•

For more information or to volunteer for this _study, please visit

www.vaxdesign~com/donors ..

•

or contact us at 407-249-3651 / donors@vaxdesign.com.

•

\TjvAXDESK
GN
•
This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRI), a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046.
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www. Centra/FloridaFuture.com
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1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, .minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com

1 bed, 1 bath apart. May-mid-Aug
sublease. $599!!!! 1.5 miles from UCF
& pet frienply!!! call for info - 571-6416982.

Need 1 or 2 Roomates to share
3BD/2BA hm, 2 Blocks from UCF,
Current Male Student living there, $450
+ util/room. Call George 702-416-4159

1 HUGE Bedroom with private bath
and walk-in closet available in Victoria
Place 2 BR apartment EXTREMELY
close to UCF and VCC. Easy access to
408. $500 +
utilities available until the
end of July 2008. Call Kathy 954-6611885 or ksalerno@gmail.com

Roommate wanted: One female non
smoker for the third bedroom of a
brand new townhouse in Walden
Chase (5 min from campus).
Unit includ~s: Swimming pool,
furniture (excluding bedroom furniture),
appliance incl. washer/dryer

•

Rent: $550 per month including
utilities, cable, & wireless internet.

•

CALL 407-925-2937

•

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not ·enough

•
•

Girl's 3/3 avail in newest phase of
Pegasus Landing right across UCF.
Shuttle Incl. $400/mo o.b.o utll Incl.
:Avail. ASAP Call 407-879-5350 .
$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Upturn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pool~, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

\

•
\

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
BFing-this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

6 1

4 2

ACROSS
1 " Gun for Hire•
5 Bucolic
10 Guns it in
neutral
14 Coarse file
15 Ham It up
16 COO, for one
17 First lady of
scat
18 Sudden flow
19 Manolikova of
: tennis
. 20 Reluctant
22 Spoil
23 Hebrew month
24 Perceives
26 Allied by kinship
28 _ _ Ant
·
30 Patriotic org.
31 More horrifying
36 Sacred song
40 Retirees' org.
41 Church leader
43 Inter
(among
others)
44 Skirt fold
46 Woman behind
the counter
48 Tuck's partner
50 Draw breath
51 Docs
55 Revealing
60 Katmandu's '
place
61 That woman
63 Oakland team
64 Arcturus or
Rigel
65 Warren and
Scruggs
67 PC command
68 Transmit
69 Band together
70 Friend's
address
71 Memorable
times
72 Splits apart
73 Classify
1
2
·3
·4

Rent to Own Credit
NO Problem
Beautiful 3/2, 1744 sqft home with
wood floors, great room, whole
hous·e emergency generator, splitplan backs on conservation area,
close to UCF! $259,900. Call
recorded Info 24/7 at 321-281-6543
or go to
www.ButlerSellsHouses.com

5
6

© 2008 Tribune Medi.a Semces, Inc..
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7 Wander
8 _of roses
9 Looked with lust
10 Dry run
11 Praise
12 Locale
13 Burn with steam
21 lclla's forte
25 Gets dirty
27 Once around
the track
29 Good Conduct,
for one
3 1 Disparity
32 Actor Linden
·33 Exist
34 Men from
Madrid
35 Kincllecl again
37 In the style of
38 Cover
DOWN
Tire feature
39 Has permission
Divide in two
to
Small landmass 42 Setbacks
Bowler's
45 _-tac-toe
conversion
47 Actress Ward
Populate again 49 Affected person
Ref's cohort
51 Billiards shot

·

Last issue solved
52 ,0rganic
compound
53 Ross or Rigg
54 Alan Ladd film
56 Itemizations
57 Pocatello's
place

350

5 minute.s to UCF- Lakefront

Bed Queen-Size Pillow Top.
New in plastic! $150!
407-745-9443

Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Dwn pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting 1;1t $114,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427-0067.
www.tOJ?gradetutoring.com_

.It's not too late!

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

online by April 15_for the
a.,mmer 2008 semester

App

•

"

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

I •

GRADUATE STUDIES

•

www.graduate.ucf.edu
)

•

•
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58 Wore! of
defiance
59 Welcome
62 Actress
Moran
66 Inc. in G reat
Britain

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

•

•

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

CROSSWORD

Popular condo location about 4 miles
from campus. 2 bedrooms/2 baths,
fireplace, washer/dryer, 6 available
from $106,000 to $125,000. Call
Richard Ritterpusch, RE/MAX 200
Realty 407-808-7987.

•

Monday puzzle:·
Easy/eve/

8 6

7

that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats .

Solution, tips and comput,er program at www:sudoku.com

FORECLOSURES
Avalo~ Park
Bristol Lakes 4/3.5, gated, $383,900
1/1 condo, Lakeside VIiiage $143,900.
LOTS MORE! Call Joyce today at
Century 21 Oviedo 407-366-5837

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

3

7 9

1
9

•

•

©
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2/2 AVAILABLE ASAP IN VILLA
VA(El'JCIA. 1200 sq.ft. $1005/month.
W/D in unit~3rd floor, gated, garage
and valet trash (both optional). NEED
TO SUBLEASE ASAP. Call Liz 813846-0291.
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewsp,apers.com/dassifieds

300

•

5 suldolku_
Pu~les by Pappocom
7 Fill in the grid so

9

6

2/2AVAILABLE FOR SUBLEASE
ASAP IN PEGASUS CONNECTION . .
$E;i50/room, all inclusive. Lease begins
at.move in and ends 7/31/08--option to
renew. Fully Furnished. Contact 813846-0291.

•

•
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407-823-2766

graduate@mail.ucf.edu
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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If you need extra income, it's

2008!

time to look for a job. Search

,.

local·part-time jobs on

OrlandoSentinel.com
and earn some extra moriey

(

to play with.
Just go to OrlandoSentinel.com
and click Jobs!

Featuring:
4/4 ._.youts With lndlvldual Bathrooms
WIFI Throughout The Community ~---.a.
Designer Leathet Furniture
Modern Black Appliances
Resort Style Amenities
Covered Par~lng

OrlandoSentinel.com
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All the difference in the.world.
(

•

•
•
•

Discover.the difference you can make when you combine your desire to help others

·- *

with a graduate degree from Nova Southeastern University. NSU is renowned for
innovative programs, real-world clinical training and a warm, nurturing environment.

SOUTHEASTERN
NOVA UNIVERSITY

And our team of accomplished, full-time faculty will give _you all the attention you
need to become a leading practitioner.

YOUR FUTURE. YOUR TERMS.•
Center for Psychological Studies • nova.edu/psychology • 800.541.668; ext. 5790/3000 • Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences • nova.edu/socialsciences
Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, sexual orientation; and national or ettmic origin, The Ph.D. and Psy.0. programs in clinical psychology are accredited by the Amerjcan Psychological Association, The Psychology Services Center Internship Program ls also accredited by the American
Psychological Association (Committee on Accrcdl!Bllon, 750 first Slree~ NE , Washington, D.C. 20002-4242; Telephone number 202·336·5979). The residential Ph.D. program and Ille master's degree program In marriage and family therapy at Nova Soulhenstem University ere fully accredtted by the Commission on
Accrcdllntlon for Marriage and Family Therapy Education (C0AMFrE) of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT), 112 S, Attred S1reel, Alexandria, VA 22314, (703) 838--9808. Nova Southeaswm University Is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Scilools (1866 Southern Lane) Oecatur1 Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone number. 404-679-4501) to award asc"Aeiate's, bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
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